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Chapter 1790 The pattern opens

However, Su Lanbo’s master just sneered and said, “It’s just you, I’m afraid it’s not
that kid’s opponent.”

Su Lanbo was not reconciled immediately, and explained: “Master, that’s because
I didn’t dare to reveal my true strength before, but now I don’t have any scruples,
how could he be my opponent!”

Su Lanbo’s master smiled and said, “You kid, you look down on yourself too much.
Even if you do your best, you are still not the kid’s opponent.”

“Ah?” Su Lanbo was stunned.

His master sighed and said, “Originally, I asked you to provoke Wiliam because I
wanted to use the hands of you cold boaters. Except for this kid, I didn’t expect
you to be so unbearable, and even that kid has another trump card, I I didn’t even
think that his wife is not an ordinary person. Tsk tsk tsk, this is even more
interesting, ho ho ho Frost Cang Python, the ancient hero, it’s a bit interesting.”
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“Then Master, are you going to do it yourself?” Su Lanbo quickly asked again.

He couldn’t swallow the breath of humiliation by Wiliam.

If the master can do it himself, the kid will surely die.

“It seems that I can only do it myself.” Su Lanbo’s master finally said.
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Su Lanbo’s face was overjoyed, and he said, “Master, it’s not too late, let’s go
right away?”

But Su Lanbo’s master said: “No hurry, stay here for a day, I still have things to
do.”
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After that, Su Lanbo’s master floated, and the black air in the sky quickly
dissipated.

As if nothing ever happened.

There are only messes all over the place, and people who fainted all over the
place are showing that everything that happened just now is true.

The identity of Su Lanbo’s master is extremely mysterious.

No one in the world knows his true identity.

But this form of him has the nickname of a person who hates ghosts, called Ye
Qiongqi.

At this moment, his figure appeared in the secluded place where the elders of
the Cold Boat Race were living in seclusion, searching everywhere.
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He also muttered to himself, “Hanzhou, are there really no other ancient
treasures?”

“There is no ancient treasure, when will my injury be fully healed…”

At this moment, Wiliam and the others were walking along far away from the
Cold Boat Race.

Wiliam seemed to feel something, turned his head and looked at the sky in the
territory of the cold boaters.

“What’s wrong with Wiliam?” Su Hongxiu asked when she sawWiliam’s brows
slightly wrinkled.

Wiliam came back to his senses and shook his head, “Nothing, let’s keep going.”

“Okay.” Su Hongxiu couldn’t understand Wiliam’s thoughts either, so she could
only say something along the way.

In Su Hongxiu’s heart, starting from today, she has completely drawn a clear line
with the Hanzhou people.

From now on, she no longer has to worry about it.

There is only one left of her home, and that is the red and thin high-rise building.



Wiliam found Su Hongxiu before coming to the side of the Cold Boat Race.

At that time, Su Hongxiu was still hesitating, so she could only say a word, saying
that she was neutral, but Wiliam was not allowed to do anything outrageous to
the cold boaters.

After Wiliam left, Su Hongxiu couldn’t let go of this matter.

So she chose to go back to the Hanzhouzhe herself and agreed to be the
matchmaker for the Color Embroidery Erlang Festival.

Only by seeing and experiencing it in person can you knowWiliam’s intentions
more clearly.

I didn’t expect so many things to happen this time.

That’s fine, I finally let go.

Thinking of this, Su Hongxiu looked at her father again.

At this moment, Su Yongcun was expressionless, not knowing what he was
thinking.

Su Hongxiu sighed, but it was clear in his heart.

His father had never left the Hanzhouzhe, and he was even the young patriarch
of the Hanzhouzhe.

In his heart, he has more concerns and expectations for the Cold Boaters than
everyone else.

However, the cold boaters gave him only disappointment again and again.

This time, my father finally decided to let go. The decision is correct, but it will
take some time to let go.

Su Hongxiu didn’t plan to comfort her father. After all, she was an adult, and the
choices she made were slowly digested by herself.

The group walked for a long time, and when they were about to reach the edge
of the Cang Mang, the old man Qingfeng suddenly proposed that he should take
the lead.

Wiliam looked at the old man Qingfeng, suddenly bowed apologetically, and said,
“I’m sorry, old man Qingfeng, I’m really sorry for causing you such a big trouble
this time. I also violated the things I promised you before, making it difficult for
you. Be a man.”



But the old man Qingfeng smiled kindly: “It’s nothing, I can understand the
matter of the great sage. Hey, you don’t have to worry about it. Wiliam, when you
reach the level of you and me, the pattern must be opened, and the eyes can’t be
It only stays on the sects of such ethnic groups as the Hanzhouzhe.”

Wiliam was stunned, and quickly asked, “Please showme.”

Seeing that Wiliam’s attitude was so humble, the old man Qingfeng said more,
“Wiliam, since you are a great sage, your eyes should be on this full sky and the
earth, and your heart should be the people of the common people.”

“Set your mind for heaven and earth, set up your life for the people, set up a
legacy for the sages of the past, and create peace for all generations!”

“This is the pattern you should have!”

These few words are deafening!

Like the morning bell and the evening drum, it struck Wiliam’s head!

Wiliam looked at the old man Qingfeng in surprise, and couldn’t digest it for a
while.

After all, these words are too high.

“Hoho, you’ll know later, okay, I’ll go first, we will meet again one day.” The old
man Qingfeng patted Wiliam’s shoulder kindly, and then turned his body.

It went straight out of the sky.

“Your good brother is going out, I’ll go see him.” Old Man Qingfeng dropped
these words from the air, and there was no trace of him anymore.

Lin Jiang is going out?

WhenWiliam heard this, his heart suddenly throbbed!

The second brother retreated this time, but it has been a while.

This time out, it will definitely be different!

Thinking of this, Wiliam sighed again.

He can’t compare to his eldest brother Liu Lang, so he compares with his second
brother Lin Jiang everywhere.

This is also the promise that the two brothers made to each other at the
beginning of Yuejiu.



A few people moved forward again, and after a while, they came to the edge of
the blue python.

At this moment, Bai Fengxue had not woken up yet, and was still sleeping on
Wiliam’s back.

This time, she has overdrawn her potential too much, and it is estimated that she
will not be able to recover in a few days.

Wiliam was about to take Bai Fengxue back to recuperate when he suddenly
heard extremely fast footsteps in front of him.

Then, before anyone could see, the voice had already passed, and it was
extremely impassioned.

“Good you Wiliam! I already knew that you had a belly of bad water for our Sect
Master Su! Where did you kidnap Sect Master Su to! Hand it over to me soon!”
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